POSITION: MOOP Team Volunteer
JOB DESCRIPTION:
The MOOP Team (formerly/AKA MOOP ARMY) are the team of volunteers who make sure that
leave no trace means NO trace – we make sure that there is absolutely no Matter Out Of Place
(MOOP) left behind on the Paddock after the burn. We work towards sustainability by upholding
the guiding principles of Leave No Trace and Civic Responsibility. The data collected by the
MOOP Team is used to help put together the MOOP Map, which is the official record of how well
we as a Kiwiburn community did at leaving no trace.

During Exodus: the MOOP Team are out and about on the Paddock reminding burners to take
their MOOP away with them, and where required - help burners coordinate a thorough MOOP
sweep of their camp. Optional is to photograph areas for later reference when making the MOOP
Map.

Post Exodus: the MOOP Team sections off the Paddock and performs systematic line sweeps of
each area, collecting any and all MOOP, returning stones to the river, and removing sticks and
other detritus etc. All parts of the site, including Gate, Greeters, the Forest and River, are
thoroughly swept for MOOP. Any areas of particular interest are marked out with flags, the MOOP
photographed, and location recorded with a handheld GPS for the MOOP Map. All the MOOP is
collected / all traces removed.

Wherever possible the Moop Team will reuse, upcycle, or recycle all the MOOP that is collected.
Everything else is disposed of in a skip that is later removed off site to landfill.

Key Responsibilities
● Ensuring that no trace of Kiwiburn is left on the landscape and that the landowner is satisfied
with clean-up.
● Help educate people about MOOP, and of their Civic Responsibility in making sure it is
picked up/doesn’t hit the ground in the first place.
Working Relationships
● Leave No Trace Team lead and 2ic

●

TIME REQUIREMENT:
On site: During exodus: 2-3 hours
Post event: 6-8 hours, 2-4 days

